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I.

Introduction

The concept of ecologically sustainable development (ESD),
often shortened to "sustainable development," has emerged in the
past two-and-a-half to three decades or so as an important theme in
discussions of economic and environmental policy. It first appeared
in its current guise in 1980 with the publication of the World
Conservation Strategy1 by the International Union for the
Conservation of Nature (IUCN), but its principles owe a
considerable debt to work done in the 1960s and 1970s2 particularly to work begun with the United Nations Conference on
the Environment in 1972, which produced the Stockholm
The term "sustainable
Declaration on Human Environment.'
development," however, was popularized by the World
Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) or
Brundtland Commission in the book, Otr Common Future,4
published in 1987.
As the noted American author Wallace Stegner observed in a
basic history of the U.S. conservation movement, often it is not the
originator of a concept, but the popularizer, who gains credit for the
innovation.5 And in the case of ESD, Stegner's observation is
borne out because it is the WCED's formulation of sustainable
development that is generally perceived as its foundational
formulation.
Despite the impressive history of reference to sustainable
development, the question that remains for us and many other

1

G.A. Res. 7, U.N. GAOR 36th Sess., Supp. No. 51, U.N. Doc. A/51

(1982).
2
J.G. Robinson, The Limits to Caring: SustainableLiving and the Loss of
Biodiversity, 7 CONSERVATION BIOLOGY 20, 21-22 (1984).
U.N. Doc. A/C. 48/14 (1972), reprintedin 11 I.L.M. 1461 (1972).
3

4

WORLD COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENT

AND DEVELOPMENT, OUR

COMMON FUTURE (1987) [hereinafter OUR COMMON FUTURE].
WALLACE E. STEGNER, WHERE THE BLUEBIRD SINGS TO THE LEMONADE
5

SPRING: LIVING AND WRITING IN THE WEST 117, 122-25 (1992).
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commentators is: do we really know or understand what ESD is and
what it means for government and economic policy? A recent
"selected" literature search for this article revealed some 450 to 500
books and articles on sustainable development, many of which
begin by discussing the "meaning" of sustainable development.
And our article is no different; therefore, we begin by exploring the
meaning of the concept, to at least reach a point at which we can
say what we think it must mean if its implementation is to succeed.
Second, we explore the challenges ESD poses to traditional political
decision-making and to traditional economic thinking and policymaking. Lastly, we suggest that reaching agreement on the
meaning of ESD and meeting the political and economic challenges
posed by achieving sustainable development depends, in large part,
on an underlying shift in values at the personal, national, and
international level. In our view, achieving ESD will, after all,
depend upon determining what it is human communities value in
their lives, and then determining how those communities go about
sustaining that which they value most in the natural world and
within those same human societies.
H.

The Definition

Increasingly today, environmental regulation and natural
resource conservation and management depend upon the
enforcement of a growing number of statutes, both national
legislation and "international legislation," such as the recent treaties
adopted at the UN Conference on Environment and Development
to address global warming or climate change and to preserve global
biological diversity. At the national level, the need to protect the
environment has outgrown the precepts of common law which
typically regulated behavior among private property holders. 6

6

Joseph L. Sax, The Law Of A Livable Planet, in R. Fowler (ed.),

PROCEEDINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

(June 14-18, 1989, National Environmental Law Assn.).
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Similarly, due to the recognition that environmental damage and
resource conservation are no longer issues confined within national
borders, international law has become increasingly important for
environmental protection efforts.'
As Associate Professor Edward Christie of the School of
Australian Environmental Studies at Griffith University notes,
"legislative" efforts to preserve and protect the environment
inherently involve questions of science and technological capability,
where those questions are equally as important as interpretation of
the law. 8 Christie continues, "it is for science to establish whether
specific management practices or use of a renewable natural
resource are compatible with sustainable use; it is for law to ensure
the appropriate degree of regulatory control, based on the best
available scientific evidence." 9 Most critically he notes, "it is
imperative that any environmental legislation dealing with the
concept of sustainable resource use expressly defines the meaning
of the vital terms fundamental to that concept." 1" Arguably, the
most fundamental term of all international environmental law terms
that requires definition is the concept of ecologically sustainable
development.
In our view, the definition of ecologically sustainable
development has proven to be elusive; and that poses significant
problems for policies designed to achieve sustainable development.
We want to illustrate the difficulty associated with defining ESD,
7
See generally, Matthew Schaefer, International Law And Global
Environmental Protection: Developing a Comprehensive and Effective
Relationshipfor the 21st Century, 2 TRANSNAT'L L. & CONTEMP. PROBS. 619
(1992); Geoffrey Palmer, New Ways to Make InternationalEnvironmentalLaw,
86 AM. J. INTL. L. 259 (1992); and Robert W. Hahn & Kenneth R. Richards, The
Internationalizationof Environmental Regulation, 30 HARV. INTL. L. J. 421
(1989).
8
Edward Christie, EnvironmentalLegislation, SustainableResource Use and
Scientific Terminology: Issues in Statutory Interpretation, 7 EPIJ 262, 263
(December, 1990).
9

Id. at 263.

10

Id.
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5

not by citing every definition offered, but by grouping the kinds of
definitions proffered under various headings. The categories may
certainly vary according to what the various proponents are
attempting to sustain, and they will certainly vary in their degree of
specificity.
We start with an expanded expression of the WCED definition,
which illustrates the most generalized conceptualization of ESD. It
is first and foremost a goal statement or general normative
prescription for the sustenance of human progress.
The
Commission writes that:
Sustainable development must be viewed in a global
context, not as just applicable in the Third World.
Rather, it requires changes in the domestic and
international policies of every nation.
Sustainable
development is development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs. It contains within
it two key concepts.
The concept of 'needs', in
particular, the essential needs of the world's poor, to
which overriding priority should be given; and, the idea
of limitations imposed by the state of technology and
social organization in the environment's ability to meet
present and future needs ....
Even the narrow notion
of physical sustainability implies a concern for social
equity between generations, a concern that must logically
be extended to equity within each generation . . ..
Perceived needs are socially and culturally determined,
and sustainable development requires the promotion of
values that encourage consumption standards that are
within the bounds of the ecological possible and to which
all can reasonably aspire .... 1

11

OUR COMMON FUTURE, supra note 4, at 43 (emphasis added).
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The WCED's definition of ESD is probably a classic statement
of the goal of sustainability, that is, meeting the needs of present
generations without compromising the needs of future generations.
In addition to that definition, another example of this broad-based
definitional approach is found in Robert Allen's work, How to Save
the World.' 2 He writes that, "sustainable development [is]
development that is likely to achieve lasting satisfaction of human
needs and improvement of the quality of life." 3
In Allen's view, ESD is directed to sustaining lasting human
satisfaction. In contrast, former British Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher believes that the goal of ESD is to sustain economic
progress. In a speech to the Royal Society in 1988 she said, "[t]he
government espouses the concept of sustainable economic
development. Stable prosperity can be achieved throughout the
world provided the environment is nurtured and safe guarded." 4
What is important to note here is that the term ESD, or ecologically
sustainable development, has become economically sustainable
development.
Another frequently cited goal of sustainable development is to
facilitate a global way of thinking."5 For these "goal-oriented"
proponents of ESD, what is crucial is understanding that while
emerging problems may not be the same in all locations, they
emerge in different nations because of the complex relationships
that exist on a global scale, and cascade down to national, regional,
How To SAVE THE WORLD 23 (1980).

12

ROBERT ALLEN,

13

Id.

14

Margaret Thatcher, Speech to the Royal Society (September 27, 1988).

15

MICHAEL REDCLIFT, SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT:

EXPLORING THE

CONTRADICTIONS, 52-55 (1987); MICHAEL JACOBS, THE GREEN ECONOMY:
ENVIRONMENT, SUSTAINABLE D AEVELOPMENT AND THE POLITICS OF THE
FUTURE, CHAPTER 5 (1991); G.B. MARINI-BETTOLO, A MODERN APPROACH To
THE PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT, Chapter 1 (1989); K. Lome Brownsey

& John W. Langford, Sustainable Development and the Machinery of
Government, 69 CANBERRA BULL. PUB. ADMIN. 61, 64 (1992); and J.
Langmore, The InternationalPerspective, 62 CANBERRA BULL. PUB. ADMIN.
36 (1990).
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and local levels. In other words, as we suggested earlier, the
problems of environmental pollution and resource degradation no
longer occur within, or affect only those living within, national
borders. Instead, these issues transcend national borders, and since
these activities affect and interact with each other across national
borders, that means that the human community can no longer
simply address issues on a local or national scale.
Some definitions of sustainable development are more precise,
that is, they focus on sustaining specific aspects of the human social
order. Some propose sustaining economic progress, others propose
sustaining environmental health, and still others propose sustaining
human societies and cultural patterns. The following definitions
emphasize sustaining economic capacities.
For example, Barbier
notes:
I
The concept of sustainable economic development as
applied to the Third World . . . is therefore directly

concerned with increasing the material standard of living
of the poor at the 'grass roots' level, which can be
quantitatively measured in terms of increased food, real
income, educational services, health-care, sanitation and
water supply, emergency stocks of food and cash etc.,
and only indirectly concerned with economic growth at
the aggregate, commonly national level. In general terms
the primary objective is to reduce the absolute poverty of
the world's poor through providing lasting and secure
livelihoods that minimize resource depletion,
environmental degradation, cultural disruption and social
instability. 16

He also writes that, "[c]oncern with optimal resource and

16

Edward Barbier, The Concept of Sustainable Economic Development, 14

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION 101, 103 (1987); Cf. OUR COMMON FUTURE,

supra note 4, at 889-90.
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environmental management over time - the more narrowly defined
concept of sustainable development - requires maximizing net
benefits of economic development, subject to maintaining the
services and quality of natural resources." 17
Two final examples of the definition of sustainable
development as an economic measure are those of Pearce and
Pezzy. Pearce writes that, "we take development to be a vector of
desirable social objectives, and elements might include: increases
in real income per capita, improvements in health and nutritional
status, education achievement, access to resources, a 'fairer'
distribution of income, and increases in basic freedoms . . .
[S]ustainable development is then a situation in which the
development vector increases monotonically over time." 18 Pezzy,
on the other hand, simply states that "[o]ur standard definition of
sustainable development will be non-declining per capita utility because its self-evident appeal as a criterion for intergenerational
equity.19
In contrast to those definitions emphasizing economic
concerns, many proponents of ESD focus on environmental
protection. The general form of these definitions is the recognition

17

Edward Barbier, ECONOMICS,

NATURAL-RESOURCE

SCARCITY AND

DEVELOPMENT (1989). In another co-authored piece this same commentator,
along with his co-author notes, "the basic idea [of sustainable development] is
simple in the context of natural resources and environment: the use made of these
inputs to the development process should be sustainable through time .... If we
now apply the idea to resources, sustainability ought to mean that a given stock
of resources -- trees, soil quality, and so on -- should not decline ....

Sustainability might be re-defined in terms of a requirement that the use of
resources today should not reduce real incomes in the future..." See Gordon
R. Conway & Edward B. Barbier, After the Green Revolution: Sustainable and
EquitableAgriculturalDevelopment, 20 (6) FUTURES 653 (1988).
18
David Pearce, SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS
(London Environmental Economics Center Paper 88-101 (1988).
19 See generally, J. Pezzy, Economic Analysis of Sustainable Growth and
SustainableDevelopment, WORLD BANK ENVIRONMENT DEVELOPMENT WORKING
PAPER NO. 15, May 1989.
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of ecospheric limits and the importance of conservation of
resources. For example, Pearce writes, "[the] sustainable society
is one that lives within self-perpetuating limits of the environment.
That society ... is not a 'no-growth' society ... [I]t is rather a
society that recognizes the limits of growth . . .and looks for

alternative ways of growing."2" Similarly, another commentator
notes that ESD entails using renewable resources in a way which
does not eliminate, degrade, or otherwise diminish their usefulness
for subsequent generations or unnecessarily preclude easy access to
them by future generations, and that sustainable development also
implies depleting non-renewable resources at a rate constrained to
ensure an orderly societal transition to renewable energy
resources.21 Finally, Norwegian Prime Minister Gro Harlem
Brundtland, has noted that, "[i]n simple terms [sustainable
development] argues for (a) development subject to a set of
constraints which set resource harvest levels at levels no higher than
managed or natural regeneration rates; and (b) use of the
environment as a 'waste sink' on the basis that waste disposal rates
should not exceed rates of (natural or managed) assimilation by the
counterpart eco-systems .... "22
In sum, these definitions emphasize protection of the
environment. Note, however, they do not emphasize preservation
of natural resources in their natural state. Instead, they suggest that
the use of the environment and our reliance upon natural resources
must be constrained by the ability of nature to support the continued
use of those natural resources or by the ability of the environment
to withstand human interference.
As noted earlier, a fundamental precept of the WCED
20

James C. Coomer, The Nature of the Quest for a Sustainable Society, in

QUEST FOR A SUSTAINABLE SOCIETY, 1-12 (James Coomer ed., 1979).

21 See generallyRobert Goodland & George Ledoc, Neo ClassicalEconomics
and the Principles of Sustainable Development, 38 ECOLOGICAL MODELLING
(1987).
22 G.H. Brundtland, Sir Peter Scott Lecture, Bristol, England (October 8,
1986).
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definition is preserving options for the future, i.e., promoting
intergenerational equity.
Many definitions of sustainable
development take this precept as a starting point for defining the
concept. Examples include the following:
1.
Sustainable development is here defined as a
pattern of social and structural economic transformations
(i.e., development) which optimizes the economic and
societal benefits available in the present, without
jeopardizing the likely potential for similar benefits in the
future. [The] primary goal of sustainable development is
to achieve a reasonable (however defined) and equitably
distributed level of economic well-being that can be
perpetuated continually for many human generations.23
2.
The core idea of sustainability, then, is the
concept that current decisions should not impair the
prospects for maintaining or improving future living
standards. This implies that our economic system should
be managed so that we live off the dividend of our
resources, maintaining and improving the asset base.
This does not mean that sustainable development
demands the preservation of the current stock resources
or any particular mix of human, physical and natural
assets. As development proceeds, the composition of the
underlying asset base changes.
There is broad agreement that pursuing policies that
imperil the welfare of future generations, who are
unrepresented in any political or economic forum, is
unfair.24
A final subset of definitions is concerned with the role of

23

See generally Goodland and Ledoc, supra note 21.

24

ROBERT C. REPETrO, WORLD ENOUGH AND TIME (1986).
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people in the environment. These definitions often incorporate
other ideas but focus principally on the maintenance of cultural
communities and their relationship with land, or are cast in a bioregionalist perspective. For example, Norgaard writes:
.. . we need to nail down the concept of sustainable
development. First we can start at the local level and
simply ask whether a region's agricultural and industrial
practices can continue indefinitely. Will they destroy the
local resource base and environment or just as bad, the
local people and their cultural system? Or will the
resource base, environment, technologies and cultures
evolve over time in a mutually reinforcing manner?
Second, we can ask whether the region is dependent
upon non-renewable inputs, both energy and material,
from beyond its boundaries. Or is the region dependent
on renewable resources beyond its boundaries which are
not being managed in a sustainable manner?
Third, we can become yet more sophisticated and
ponder whether the region is in some sense culturally
sustainable, whether it is contributing as much to the
knowledge and institutional basis of other regions as it is
culturally dependent upon others.
Fourth, we can also question the extent to which the
region is contributing to global climate change, forcing
other regions to change their behavior, as well as
whether it has options available to adapt to the climate
change and surprises imposed on it by others...
Fifth, and last, we can inquire of the cultural stability
of all the regions in combination, are they evolving along
mutually compatible paths, or will they destroy each
other through war?
These definitions become increasingly encompassing.
All, however, address the sustainability of changing your
actions between people and their environment over

12 BUFFALO ENVIRONMENTAL LAW JOURNAL [Vol 4
time.
In sum, this definition, and others like it, emphasize that
human societies are related to the land they occupy and that
decisions regarding the use of the land must take into account the
needs of those human societies.26
If one reads all of these (and other similar) definitions
carefully, a number of guiding principles for achieving ESD may
emerge from combining the various goal-oriented and specific or
principal-based definitions of sustainable development. Thus,
policies and programs to achieve ESD might include eliminating
poverty, maintaining the ability of the environment to support
human communities, a commitment to international thinking or
globalism, and the protection of human societies and their
dependence upon land and natural resources. But as noted, these
principles emerge from combining the various definitions and this
presents a problem in itself - not everyone will agree with all the
statements of principle. Moreover, in many instances, the
principles are as vague as the concept of sustainable development
itself, and this vagueness in our view undermines the reliance upon
any of these definitions of sustainable development to guide policy
and decision-makers.
Not all commentators agree with the perspective that the
imprecise nature of the definition of sustainable development is selfdefeating. The concept of ESD, as proposed by the WCED, has
been met with widespread approval. This approval is attributed by
many to the concept's lack of a precise definition. Tietenberg, for
example, attributes the theory's widespread appeal to its
vagueness.
25

'

Sarachchandra Lele of the University of California at

Richard B. Norgaard, Sustainable Development: A Co-Evolutionary View,

FUTURES 606, 607(Dec. 1988).
26 Charles Wilkinson, Law and the American West: The Search for an Ethic
of Place, 59 U. COLO. L. REV. 401, 405 (1988) (Similar argument made).
27

THOMAS

ECONOMICS,

T.

TIETENBERG, ENVIRONMENTAL AND NATURAL RESOURCES

600 (1992).
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Berkeley acknowledges that the broadness of the concept in fact
represents an advantage to the environmental movement. He notes
that, "the strength of the concept of sustainable development stems
from the choice of an apparently simple definition of the
fundamental objective - meeting current needs and sustainability
requirements - from which can be derived a range of operational
objectives that cut across most previous intellectual and political
boundaries." 2" Herman Daly also suggests that the lack of a precise
definition may have one advantage. He attributes the considerable
consensus in support of the main idea that it is both morally and
economically wrong to treat the world as "a business in liquidation"
to the theory's vagueness; although he also notes that the term is
now in danger of becoming an "empty shibboleth." 29
Proponents of what might be labelled a broad, conceptual point
of view reject the need for a precise definition for judging the
effectiveness of ESD policies and programs. Instead, they appear
to choose to focus on defining particular contexts in which
sustainable development might be achieved. Arguably, in using
sustainable development in such a way, that is, as a fundamental
objective, the concept may be likened as akin to other ideals such
as justice or freedom, which are generally understood despite the
lack of consensus on a precise definition. Broad agreement exists
as to what those terms mean, but actual achievement of such
fundamental objectives as justice, freedom, or even democracy is
specific to local conditions." °
In contrast, the concept of ESD as fundamental directive, that
is as an undefined concept, has. been subject to a number of wideranging criticisms. Some commentators express doubts regarding
the ability of such a concept to provide an appropriate base for

28

S.M. Lele, Sustainable Development:

A Critical Review, WORLD

DEVELOPMENT, June 1991, at 607, 612.
29 HERMAN DALY, STEADY STATE ECONOMICS,

30

JACOBS, supra note 15, at 60.

248-50 (1992).
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policy and decision making while it evades formal definition. s' Lele
argues, for example, that "where the sustainable development
movement has faltered is in its inability to develop a set of
concepts, criteria, and policies that are coherent or consistent both
externally (with physical and social reality) and internally (with
each other). "32 Ronnie Lipschutz of the University of California at
Santa Cruz argues that without a more formalized structure, the
theory will become a catchcry and follow the fate of such concepts
as "appropriate technology" which have widespread support but
little practical effect.33 The economist Herman Daly has also called
for considerably more clarity with regard to the definition of
sustainable development and takes up the challenge of giving the
basic idea of ESD a logically consistent and operational content. 34
Both points of view have merit. Clearly, the nature of
sustainable development as a fundamental goal statement provides
motivation for environmental policy makers. Just as clearly,
however, the lack of a precise definition detracts from its
effectiveness. There is no doubt that the theory as presently
expressed (and understood) has the potential to be used in a myriad
of situations to justify a variety of actions.35 We do not mean to
suggest here that sustainable development should not be adapted to
local conditions, but imprecision in defining its essential quality will
not necessarily move the world's peoples any closer to sustainable
society. Therefore, in our view, the concept of "sustainable

31

F. ARCHIBUGI AND PETER NIJIKAMP (eds.), ECOLOGY AND ECONOMY:

TowARDs SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT, 8 (Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1989);
and JACOBS, supra note 15, at 59.
32
Lele, supra note 28, at 613.

33

Ronald D. Lipschutz, Wasn't the Future Wonderful? Resource, Environment

and the Emerging Myth of Global SustainableDevelopment, 2 COLO. J. INT'L.
ENVTL L. & POL. v. 35, 53 (1991); see also Lele, supra note 28, at 613.

34 Herman E. Daly, Towards Some OperationalPrinciples of Sustainable
Development, 2 ECOLOGICAL TIMES 1, 2 (1990).
35

JUDITH REES, NATURAL RESOURCES:

POLICY 436 (1990).

ALLOCATION, ECONOMIC AND
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development" must be made more concrete. If the concept's
essential qualities are left undefined, the term "sustainable
development" is likely to be viewed as what Robin Eckersly
describes as "an essentially contested concept."36 In her view, the
vagueness of the term sustainable development has led such diverse
groups as the scientific community, conservation organizations,
governments, labor unions, industry groups, and the public in
general to agree that they are in favor of ESD, without being able
to pinpoint what in fact they are in favor of. As such, the concept
is meaningless, and, in fact, its use is counter-productive, because
resolving the true meaning of sustainable development now
constitutes the debate, rather than resolving the debate, about how
we are to live sustainably in nature's community.37
As noted, we accept the fact that ecologically sustainable
development policies must be adapted to local conditions and that
they must be flexible enough to meet those problems associated with
scientific uncertainty. What we cannot accept are suggestions that
sustainable development should not have a precise, universally
agreed to meaning.
At this point we will offer our definition of ESD, before
moving on to discuss the challenges such a concept poses for
political and economic decision-making, and the shift in human
values adoption of the concept will require. But, we will only offer
the definition now in summary form and then return to what this
definition may entail in the conclusion. We define ecologically
sustainable development throughout the remainder of this article as:
development which either improves, maintains, or does not
materially interfere with the ecological structure and functions of
the area in which such development takes place.

36

Robin Eckersly, Sustainable Development and the Politicsof Language, 69
36-41 (1992).
Id.

CANBERRA BULL. PuB. ADMIN.

37
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M. Political and Economic Considerations
Implementing ESD as national and international policy poses
significant challenges to existing government decision-making and
diplomatic and political processes, as well as to current economic
planning models. This section of the article examines these
challenges. First, we assess the political implications of the
adoption of ESD and second, review the need to revise economic
policies to achieve sustainable development.
A. Political Implications
The concept of sustainable development represents a
fundamental change to governmental 38 as well as individual
decision-making. The WCED notes, for example, that reforming
policies and processes to provide an economically and ecologically
sustainable socio-economic structure poses challenges to the current
political system at both the domestic and international levels.39
While there may be little opposition to the concept as fundamental
directive, few have yet to consider the wide ranging political
consensus necessary to implement sustainable development,
especially at a global level.40
The challenges posed by sustainable development to political
decision-making, particularly at the national level, are many and
varied. First, in most public and private decision-making models,

38
A.R. Dobell, Sustainable Consultation and Sustained Controversy -- How
Sustainableare these Concepts Anyway, 69 CANBERRA BULL. PUB. ADMIN. 54-57
(1992).
39
OUR COMMON FUTURE, supra note 4, at 308-42.
40
LIPscHuTz, supra note 33, at 47; P.S. Intal, Sustainable Development -An InternationalPerspective, 69 CANBERRA BULL. PUB. ADMIN. 27 (1992);
T. Trainer, But What is Sustainable Development, 62 CANBERRA BULL. PUB.
ADMIN. 133 (1990).
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long-term effects on the environment are neglected.41 Given the
essentially "political" nature of governmental decisions, this time
period is severely circumscribed by current terms of office for
political officials. "Political" time scales, such as 2, 3, or 4 yearterms-of-office, are ineffective and actually work against
implementing ESD policies. Particularly problematic is the
requirement for sustainability decisions to be made which consider,
at least in theory, the aspirations and needs of future generations.
Second, the majority of governmental departments and
ministerial portfolios are organized under a single objective, for
example, "the environment" or "the treasury." In theory,
implementing sustainable development challenges the decisionmaking process to be more integrated, to avoid decisions being
made in isolation. 42 Implementing ESD calls for a more holistic or
inter-sectoral approach rather than the current divided and
fragmented approach of most governmental decision-making.43
Achieving and implementing ESD does not necessarily require
rejecting a sectoral approach, so long as governments recognize the
inter-dependent nature of the decisions they must make and those
inter-dependencies are accounted for in government decisionmaking.
Third, despite that fact that more time and money is being
spent on environmental research, it is difficult to transmit available
information or data to a wide range of parties. This is often the
case where the concern for commercial advantage is greater than the
concern for conservation or sustainability. In these circumstances,
information proves to be a powerful weapon.' Achieving ESD
41

Clive Hamilton, Ecologically Sustainable Development: Implicationsfor

Governance in Australia, 69 CANBERRA BULL. PUB. ADMIN. 65, 69 (1992).
42 Roy E. Rickson, EnvironmentalAwareness, Institutional 'Gaps'andPublic
Decision-Making, 69 CANBERRA BULL. PUB. ADMIN. 44 (1992).
43 OUR COMMON FUTURE, supra note 4, at 310-312. See also J. Hunt, Short
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requires, however, that diverse issues be considered by a wide
range of concerned interests. Currently, far more information is
available on the economic effects of decision-making than the
environmental effects or costs of those decisions; and although this
practice is changing, it is important to have a balanced approach to
policy making.4' Implementing sustainable development requires
decision-makers (and the public) to be able to identify and
understand both scientific and socio-economic issues and, in
particular, that decision-making processes are arranged to prevent
information from falling between institutional gaps. 6
The
development of more effective policy instruments to measure and
assess decisions challenges national governments to recognize the
distinction between development (what Daly characterizes as a
pattern of qualitative change47) and growth and to promote
indicators capable of measuring development.
Fourth, a number of commentators see the concept of
ecological sustainable development as challenging governmental
decision-making powers to be less centralized.48 In their view,
sustainable development requires that the political process provide
a framework in which critical decisions can be made at a more local
level. Decentralization brings the government closer to the people
and their dependence on particular resources and particular
ecosystems and provides a regulatory framework, that in one
commentator's words, "aims to release the energies of ordinary
people, enabling them to take charge of their lives."'49 In other
words, there must be a process for taking into account the
dependence of local communities on particular natural resources,

45
46
47
48

Id.
Id. at 45; see also Hamilton, supra note 41, at 69.
DALY, supra note 29, at 7.
Stuart Harris, Ecological Sustainable Development -- Implications for
Governance in Australia, 69 CANBERRA BULL. PUB. ADMIN. 3, 7, 8 (1992);
Brownsey & Langford, supra note 15, at 63; Hamilton, supra note 41, at 69.
49
J. HOLMBERG, DEFENDING THE FUTURE: A GUIDE To SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT 36 (1988).
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and channelling that dependence to those who make the ultimate

decisions regarding project approvals.5 0
Finally, in addition to the practical problems posed for national
governments, achieving ESD is difficult to align with present
institutional arrangements at the international level. Adherence to
traditional conceptions of sovereignty by individual nation states

poses significant challenges when, increasingly, problems of
environmental pollution and resource degradation transcend those
national boundaries.5 ' The UN Conference on Environment and
Development (UNCED) held in Rio in June 1992 provides a glaring
example of how difficult it will be to overcome the traditional
conception of the sovereign state. While Rio may be hailed as a
small step forward towards globalization of environmental and
developmental problems, there is much to be found in the outcomes
of that Conference that suggests that the governments of the world
have failed to recognize the inter-dependent nature of the problems
of environmental protection and economic development and the kind

of response those problems dictate.

2

50 One means of localizing decision-making process is the emerging bioregionalism movement, which examines the relationship between human culture
and the natural processes of the planetary biosphere. A bio-region is a place that
is not defined by political boundaries or legislative practices. Rather, it is a place
defined by its human and non-human life forms, its topography and its ecological
functions. Bio-regionalists argue that human imposed, artificially constructed,
administrative divisions of responsibility work against achieving sustainability.
See generally Donald Alexander, Bio-regionalism: Science or Sensibility, 12
ENVTL. ETHics 161 (1990).

51 See generally Ranee K. L. Panjabi, Idealism And Self-Interest In
InternationalEnvironmentalLaw. The Rio Dilemma, 23 CAL. W. INT'L. L.J. 17798 (1992); A. Davison & I. Barns, The Earth Summit And The Ethics Of
SustainableDevelopment, 1992 CURRENT AFF. BuLL. 4-12.
52 See generally Daniel Bodansky, The U.N. Framework Convention on
Climate Change: A Commentary, 18 YALE J. INT'L L. 451 (1993); Melinda
Chandler, The Biodiversity Convention: Selected Issues of Interest to the
InternationalLawyer, 4 COLO. J. INT'L ENVTL. L. & POL'Y 141 (1993); M.P.A.
Kindall, Talking PastEach Other at the Summit, 4 COLO. J. INT'L ENVTL. L. &
POL'Y 69 (1993); I. M. Porras, The Rio Declaration: A New Basis for
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Meeting the political and institutional challenges outlined
above will demand significant shifts in public attitudes and the
crystallization of these new attitudes in political will. This is as
true at the national as it is at the international level. The
importance of public attitudes53 underlines the nature of sustainable
development as being something greater than simply economic or
political policy54 and further underlines the importance of social
organization, 55 education,56 and of decisions being made in an
explicit manner involving public participation. 7 Moreover, at both
the national and international levels, underlying the shift in public
attitudes and the required political and institutional changes, must
be a shift in human values and ethics. We will return to this topic
later in this article.
The next section focuses on the challenges that sustainable
development poses to traditional economic decision-making.
Changes in economic planning are intrinsically linked with social
and political shifts regarding environmental policy. To the extent
that a new political reality is required to achieve ESD, that reality
must be reflected in the way national economies are structured and
represented in new economic relations between nation-states.
B. Economic Considerations
This section first provides a brief introduction to the dominant
neo-classical economic paradigm, general criticisms of the

International Cooperation, 1 REV. EUR. COMMUNITY & INT'L ENVTL. L. 245
(1991)
53

LESTER R. BROWN, BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE SOCIETY 349-69 (1981).

54 RESOURCES FOR AN UNCERTAIN FUTURE, 89-90 (Charles J. Hitch ed.,
1978).
55

Lipschutz, supra note 33, at 39.

56

OUR COMMON FUTURE, supra note 4, at 61; Brownsey & Langford, supra

note 15, at 63.
57
ECOLOGICAL ECONOMICS:
THE SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT OF
SUSTAINABILITY 334 (Robert Constanza, ed., 1991).
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paradigm, and the major challenges to the paradigm posed by
sustainable development. This section also examines the economic
response to these challenges, which fall into two main categories.
The first simply seeks to modify existing economic theory to
incorporate and adapt to the changing circumstances introduced by
general conceptions of ESD. The second rejects the notion that the
dominant economic model is capable of such adaptation and calls
for a revision of the dominant paradigm.
As a "science," economics aims to explain the market of
scarce resources and prescribe how to manage these resources to
achieve maximum benefit." It has also been described as the
"practical science of the production and distribution of wealth" or
as a science which guides "the optimum allocation of scarce
resources between competing uses for the maximization of human
welfare. "" In sum, the major concern of economics, at least in its
traditional guise, is an increase in real economic growth or income
per capita, which is equated with maximizing human benefit or
human welfare.
Arguably, achieving sustainable development requires a major
change in traditional economic thinking. On a most fundamental
level, achieving ESD will require a rejection of the primacy of
unfettered economic growth and the role of gross national product
as traditional indicators of economic health. Adoption of
sustainable development as national or international policy will
replace the goal of infinite economic growth.' ° Measuring the
achievement of sustainable development requires more than
economic considerations: sustainable development has social,
58 DALY, supra note 29, at 18; see also R.B. Horwarth & R.B. Norgaard,
Inter-generationalResource Rights, Efficiency and Social Optimality, 66 (No. 1)
LAND ECONOMICS 1 (1990) in which the authors describe economics as a science
of the allocation of scarce resources between competing social objectives.
59
THE LvING ECONOMY: A NEW ECONOMICS IN THE MAKING 7 (Paul Ekins
ed., 1986).
60

DAvID W. PEARCE ET AL., BLUEPRINT FOR A GREEN ECONOMY, 29-30

(1989).
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cultural, spiritual, political, and ecological dimensions.61 The
measurement of the achievement of ESD requires more than
concentrating on the quantity of growth: it requires the use and
development of quality of life indicators such as basic public health
levels, levels of literacy, education levels, and equality of access to
social and economic resources. 62 Measuring the achievement of
ESD will require a focus not on the amount of growth but on the
nature of that growth and the distribution of social and economic
assets, and it will require a particular focus on the impact of human
activity on local, national, and global environments.
In particular, the ESD concept challenges many of the
fundamental assumptions that underlie the neo-classical approach to
economic policy analysis, because ecological systems run counter
to many of those assumptions.63 A singular flaw of the neo-classical
economic model is its inability to recognize the interrelated
connection between ecological and economic systems. 4 For
example, Pearce notes that "economic science appears to say
nothing about any existential relationship between the organization
of an economy and a set of ecosystems to which it relates." 65
Others have also noted that the traditional economic model fails to

61

Hunt, supra note 43, at 49.

62 JAcoBs, supra note 15, at ch. 19; see also PEARCE ET AL., supra note 60,
at 47-49.
63
Richard B. Norgaard, Co-Evolutionary Development Potential, 60 LAND
ECON. 160 (1984).

64 See POSTEL, TowARDs A NEw 'Eco'-NoMICS 20 (World Watch, October,
1990), who notes that "while the environment and economy are tightly interwoven
in reality, they are almost completely divorced from one another in economic
structures and institutions."

65 David W. Pearce, Economic Values and the Natural Environment 6
(Denman Lecture, Department of Land Economics, University of Cambridge,
1987).
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acknowledge the dynamic and evolutionary nature of ecosystems.66
In the neo-classical economic theory, the economy is typically
viewed as a closed system and the role of natural resources and

natural systems rarely enter into economic equations. 67 This failure
is attributed to a number of assumptions made by the theory. First,
natural and human-made capital are viewed as interchangeable or as
near-perfect substitutes, and the only relevant point to the economist
is that total capital is increasing. 68 But this assumption is

inaccurate.

As Daly points out, human made assets are only

substitutable for natural assets to a point, and there are no

replacements for some resources. In consequence, he argues that
the qualitative roles of resources and capital must be totally
69
different.

A second factor of neo-classical economic theory that accounts
for its failure to consider many of the values associated with natural
resources, is the assumption that natural resources are so abundant
that their depletion need not enter into planning decisions. As Daly
observes, "economic theory developed at a time when the

environment was considered an infinite source and sink because it
was so large relative to the economy. "70 But since its postulation
as theory, while economic growth has resulted in a constantly

66

As Michael Redclift, in R.K. TURNER, SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENTAL
ECONOMICS AND MANAGEMENT, Chapter 3 (1993) notes, it is this evolution that
often brings uncertainty and which is not adequately accounted for in neo-classical
economics.
67
See generally DAVID W. PEARCE & R.K. TURNER, ECONOMICS OF
NATURAL RESOURCES AND THE ENVIRONMENT 29-41 (1990).
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POSTEL, supra note 64, at 23.
69
Daly, supra note 34, at 3. Daly writes, "A house is no doubt superior to
a cave, or a tree as a place to live, but that is not the issue. The issue is the
nature of the roles played by resources and capital in the construction of a house.
Are they complements or substitutes? It should be obvious that they are basically
complementary and only very marginally substitutive. Having two or three times
are many saws and hammers does not permit us to build a house with half the
lumber." Id. at 2-3.
70
DALY, supra note 29, at 184-5.
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expanding global economy, it is now no longer possible to treat the
environment as infinite relative to the economy.
Neo-classical economics also assumes that natural resources
are readily divisible and capable of being owned as separate units
or viewed as individual units of production -- that is, separate

components that are only related through the relative values
determined in a market place of exchanges. This assumption is also
faulty because it fails to recognize the links between natural
resources and other resources, as well as between natural resources
and the economy. For example, it is not really possible to separate
the resources of a particular wetland into individual components;
that is, the wild water fowl that nest there cannot be separated from
the fauna that flourish in a particular wetland, or the amount of
water within the area at any particular time, and none of those can
be separated from the ability of a particular wetland to provide
ecological services such as water purification or flood control.
Richard Norgaard views this fundamental assumption of separability
as a key obstacle to achieving sustainability. He writes that:
[t]he sustainability debate has not been productive
because it has been set within an inadequate framework.
The neo-classical model assumes that factors of
production and the products of academic activity come in
discrete units related only in the process of economic
production or through markets. This simplification has
proven very powerful for explaining market phenomena.
But neither natural resources and environmental services
as factors of production nor environmental impacts as
products as economic activity come in discrete units.
The assumptions of the model are incongruent with the
nature of the real world. 7

Among its
71

fundamental

Norgaard, supra note 63, at 160.

misassumptions,

neo-classical
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economics also makes a number of behavioral assumptions. First,
all human preferences are equated with consumer preferences, and
only those preferences expressed in the market place, which means
that the theory has real difficulty in recognizing that human
preferences may incorporate the value of the environment in its
intrinsic state, as well as the value of the environment to human
beings, that is, its instrumental value. Moreover, all individuals
acting in the market place are assumed to-behave in an economically
rational manner, defined as a state in which each individual or
group is activated only by the goal of maximizing self-interested
preferences. In consequence, environmental problems can therefore
only be interpreted within a framework of a rational economic
individual who seeks only to increase his or her own happiness.72
But humans do not always act this way, and it is faulty to assume
that all human behavior is economically rational."
A third set of assumptions made by neo-classical economics
relates to the operation of the market and of the economy. One
underlying assumption is that increasing resource scarcity will
always generate price signals which will trigger compensating
economic and technical developments such as resource substitution,
recycling, exploration, and increased efficiency of resource
utilization.74 In consequence, limitations on technical development
are rejected by the neo-classical theory. This rejection is in sharp
contrast to the views of many sustainable development advocates
who directly challenge the ability of technology to offset resource
depletion.75
Second, if economic growth is always viewed as desirable,
then the more growth, the better off human societies will be.
72
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However, the assumption of the truth of this precept fails to
recognize that economic growth does not necessarily lead to
increased human welfare,76 and, moreover, it fails to address the
fact that limits may be imposed on that growth.77 As Brown notes,
"[t]extbook models portray the economy as a self contained system,
with money flowing between consumers and businesses in a closed
loop. In reality, however, the economy is not isolated. It operates
within the boundaries of a global ecosystem with finite capacities to
produce fresh water, form new topsoil, and absorb pollution. As
a subset of the biosphere, the economy cannot outgrow its physical
limits and remain intact." 8
A focus on economic growth alone also ignores the distribution
of wealth; so long as the net gain is increasing, distribution of assets
is irrelevant in the neo-classical model. On a global scale, this
assumption has devastating effects for those in developing countries.
These developing countries, or the "Third World," find themselves
in a position that is extremely hard to improve without the
assistance of developed, industrialized nations. This assistance
may, and often does, run counter to principles of a free market
which posits a reliance on free trade without tariffs.
Neo-classical economics also poses a significant problem for
the "internationalization" of environment and development
concerns. A final fundamental assumption of neo-classical
economics is that the model typically concentrates on the operation
of national economies. Economists since Adam Smith have
assumed "that national economies are the basic entities for
organizing economic life and understanding how it works. "19 But
achieving ESD fundamentally requires understanding the
international or global nature of environmental problems and their
76
POSTEL, supra note 64, at 21.
77
Herman E. Daly, The Economic Growth Debate: What Some Economists
Have Learned But Many Have Not,14 J. ENvTL. ECON. & MGMT. 323, 324
(1987).
78
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79
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relationship with economic policy, and therefore directly challenges
the basis of Smith's and following economists' assumptions.
In addition to challenging the fundamental and behavioral
assumptions of neo-classical economics, achieving ESD also
conflicts with some of the operational concepts that support these
assumptions and underlie the dominant economic approach to policy
analysis. First, ESD challenges the concept of economic value,
which is typically determined by the outcomes in a perfect exchange
process." Additionally, the assignment of value is typically
anthropocentric, that is, it measures economic worth only in terms
of what is provided to human beings. This assignment of
anthropocentric value is challenged by a number of commentators
who identify the importance of assigning intrinsic value to the
natural world -- that is, value which recognizes that environmental
amenities and services have worth independent of the value they
may hold for human beings. 8
The second operational concept which ESD challenges is the
notion that environmental resources and services ought to be treated
as externalities -- that is, as costs or benefits related to a good or
service that fall on others besides the buyers or sellers of that
particular good or service. Often, actions that have a cost to the
environment remain outside the factors considered in the process
which produces it. 82 But if economic theory is going to support the
achievement of ESD, that theory must rid itself of the view that
these externalities are peripheral to economic processes.
Finally, a third concept utilized by neo-classical economics is
cost-benefit analysis. Cost-benefit analysis requires an examination
of the benefits and costs associated with the project, and is based on
80 Sandra S. Batie, SustainableDevelopment: Challenges to the Agricultural
Economic Profession, 71 AM. J. AGRIC. ECON. 1083, 1092 (1991).
81 Id. at 93; JACOBS, 1supra note 15, at 66-67; D. Bennet, Ecological
Sustainability, Deep EnvironmentalEthicsand Tao: A PreliminaryConjunction,
2 FUNDAMENTAL QUESTIONS PAPER 4 (1990); see also Gordon H. Orians,
Ecological Concepts of Sustainability, 32 (9) ENV'T 10, 11 (1990).

82

Batie, supra note 80, at 1090.
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the principle that any project should be carried out to the point at
which the last dollar spent on its yield, yields a similar dollar's
worth of benefit. The criticisms relevant to the notion of economic
value are also relevant here, for even though non-economic issues
may be considered, the difficulty in valuation of environmental
costs and benefits typically means that they are not given full
weight.83 Moreover, as already discussed, resources are typically
valued according to their use value to human beings, while their
intrinsic value is often ignored.
With this brief outline of neo-classical economics in mind, it
is now important to turn to the criticisms of that model and the
challenges posed to neo-classical economics by the implementation
of ecologically sustainable development. Two broad economic
responses arise from these criticisms. The first accepts the
integration of ecological considerations into the existing economic
model, the second rejects the existing paradigm and calls for a new
model.
Proponents calling for a modification of existing theory, what
we will call "environmental reform economics," offer an argument
for making the market work. The central thesis of environmental
reform. economics is that environmental problems are linked to
market failure, or the fact that prices do not include the full costs of
production (i.e., externalities).8 This failure is attributed to the
incompleteness of the pricing system in the market and to the fact
that the best use of natural resources cannot be signalled or
economically rationally achieved in an incomplete pricing system
where there is a lack of clearly defined property rights in natural
resources.
Advocates of environmental reform economics feel that
sustainable development adds little to existing theory.8' What is

Id. at 1091-92.
84 REDCLIFr, supranote 15, at Chapter 3; MARINI-BETrOLO, supra note 15,
at 56.
85 Dobell, supra note 38, at 54.
83
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required, then, is a recognition of the role that natural resources
play in the economy, and that the majority of the factors of
production are ultimately related to the continuing functioning of
the ecosystem. The solution then is apparently a system of full cost
pricing and clearly defined property rights.A6
For the advocates of reform economics, or what might also be
called "free market environmentalism,"I what are private costs and
what are external costs depends upon the specification and
allocation of property rights. For the efficient allocation of
resources, a clear definition of rights of access to and ownership of
land and other resources is required. In other words, the property
rights approach aims to create markets for the services which the
environment has provided for free.88 According to these theorists,
creating property rights in resources would generate a market for
those resources and the market would provide incentives to
conserve those resources.
The concept of free market environmentalism, however, has
attracted a good deal of criticism.89 Clearly, for example, there are
resources, like the atmosphere, that cannot be privatized.
Moreover, one commentator finds the theory "over-simplistic,
misleading, and hyperbolic."I In Professor Blumm's assessment,
the theory fails to respond to the failure of the market to allocate
environmental resources efficiently and fails to recognize the role
of collective value and the market's incapacity to collect those
values." Blumm also outlines the limitations of the market in an

86
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attempt to argue for the use of regulation in environmental
protection in place of the free allocation of environmental resources
by the operation of the market place. 92
Another issue addressed by reformist economists is that, in
conjunction with unclear property rights, the majority of
environmental costs are borne socially, that is, categorized as
externalities. This means that environmental costs of economic
activity are either under-priced or not priced at all, which results in
over use and exploitation of resources. For example, one
commentator argues that at present a great deal of biodiversity is
under-priced, and notes that the reason for this is that, in many
cases, clear property or use rights are absent, and open access often
means these common resources are overused.93 In comparison, a
perfect market in which all costs were priced would operate to
ensure that the values placed on natural resources by society would
be expressed in that market pricing - arising through the processes
of trade.94

Will reform economics work? That is, will correcting market
failure by providing a system of full cost pricing and clearly defined
property rights allow neo-classical economics to deal with
environmental issues effectively? After examining the challenges
that sustainable development poses for neo-classical economics, a
number of economists and other commentators conclude that rather
than attempting to restructure the neo-classical paradigm, economics
as a science needs to develop to encompass a new set of rules that
reflect the economic and ecological realities encompassed in the
concept of ecologically sustainable development. 95
92
93

Id. at 373.
John Kerrin, Economics, The Environment and SustainableDevelopment,

69 CANBERRA BULL. PUB. ADMIN. 76, 80 (1992).
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95 See TEITENBERG, supra note 27, at 604; P.S. DASGUSTA & G.M. HEAL,
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The question that remains is, if reformist models that address
market failure are not the solution, then what is? Some
commentators argue that neo-classical economics cannot fully
incorporate environmental considerations, and any attempt to simply
make the market work will not provide long-term solutions for the
problems faced by policy makers, because that theory is
fundamentally flawed in the assumptions it makes and in the
methodologies adopted to implement economic rationalism. 6 This
kind of analysis has also led a number of commentators to conclude
that economic rationalism and ecological sustainability are mutually
exclusive and, since the traditional economic model cannot
successfully incorporate environmental values and considerations,
it must, as a discipline, change. 97 Hamilton argues for a
redefinition of what is rational (although he fails to provide an
alternative rationality), 98 while two prominent commentators, Daly
and Cobb, propose a redefinition of the basis of economics to
"service of the community." 99 Daly and Cobb do not necessarily
reject the soundness of markets, however, they do argue for a
reconstruction of the economic paradigm so that the purpose of the
economy is to serve the community rather than maximize individual
1
utility. 00
Economic theory today generally views the community as
merely an aggregate of individuals who are temporarily joined for
their convenience. Daly and Cobb suggest that this view ignores
the need for a commitment to serve the shared needs of the

Development: The ACTU Perspective, 69 CANBERRA BULL. PUB. ADMIN. 18-20
(1992); R.B. Norgaard, EnvironmentalEconomics: An Evolutionary Critiqueani
a Pleafor Pluralism, 12 J. ENVTL. ECON. & MGMT. 383, 386 (1985).
96 Norgaard, supra note 95, at 383; Batie, supra note 80, at 1084.
97 REDCLIFT, supra note 15, at Chapter 3.
98 Hamilton, supra note 41, at 69.
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SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 17 (1989).
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community and the involvement of the community in attending to
these needs. 1' Etzioni also suggests that economic models need to
recognize the role of the community and the fact that a community
is not merely an aggregation of individuals, but has a form,
structure, and needs of its own."~
Fritjof Capra, in his book, The Turning Point, 3 also calls for
a new conceptual framework for economic analysis -- one that takes

a more holistic and ecological approach to policy analysis. He
criticizes the fragmented and reductionist approach of neo-classical
economics, and calls for a re-examination of economic concepts and
models so that recognition is given to the role of the underlying
value system and the cultural context of economics. He writes that:
The inevitable revision of our basic economic concepts
and theories will be so radical that the question arises
whether economics itself, as a social science will survive
it. Instead several critics have predicted the end of
economics. I believe that the most useful approach
would be not to abandon economics as such, but to
regard the framework of current economic thought as a
scientific model that has been outdated."
Capra identifies the new theory or set of models as a systems
approach which integrates all the branches of human knowledge,
including explicit reference to human attitudes, social values, and
lifestyle choices. 105
One possible alternative economic model for consideration is
the one proposed by Herman Daly -- the "steady state economy."

Steady state economy (SSE) is defined as "[e]conomics with
101 Id.
102 AMILAI ETZIONI, THE MORAL DIMENSION: TOWARDS A NEW ECONOMICS
1 (1988).
103 F. CAPRA, THE TURNING POINT, (1983).
104 Id. at 232-33.
105 Id. at 233.
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constant stocks of people and artifacts maintained at some desired,
sufficient level by low rates of through put (metabolic flow of
matter and energy through the economy)." 10 6 Daly's economic
model depends on (1) maintenance of constant population levels;
(2) maintenance of constant levels of artefacts (both human made
and natural); (3) maintaining the level of interaction between the
first two at a sustainable level; and (4) the maintenance of a low,
sustainable level of energy use to support human populations.
Arguably, this proposed economic model would comport with the
definition of ESD that we have offered because, at a minimum, it
could be constructed to maintain the essential (desired) level of
functions of existing ecosystems.
SSE rejects economic growth as the measure of economic
health, and requires an alteration of the underlying growth
paradigm. Daly concludes (correctly in our view) that an ever
increasing standard of per capita consumption for an ever increasing
population is not possible. 107 Steady state economics is essentially
an economic paradigm founded on an understanding of limits -most particularly, the limits of a finite biosphere with finite natural
resources to support an unlimited population with unlimited
consumption demands. SSE is a zero-growth economy, but it is not
a static economy -- in other words, it is not equivalent to zerogrowth in gross national product, nor is it equivalent to a constant
state of technology or a constant distribution of wealth and income.
Neither does it represent constant culture, genetic inheritance,
knowledge, ethics, technology, design, or distribution of assets."'8
Daly's model emphasizes the distinction between growth and
development; that is, the distinction between a constant increase in
the use of resources producing a constant increase in income
derived from that use, land progressive and qualitative change in the
use and management of resources use and management of
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resources. A steady state economy develops, but it does not grow
in the sense that it requires an increase in input of energy to
produce an increase in output of products. In summary, Daly
suggests that the steady state economics gives ESD a theoretical
foundation from which the operational principles of sustainability
can be derived.' 9
A final observation on SSE is made by the authors of Into The
21st Century, who note that adoption of zero growth immediately
would effectively exclude developing countries from eliminating
poverty and addressing other social and economic development
needs.110 They conclude, therefore, that ESD must include
provision for some economic growth - preferably a pattern of
growth that is sufficiently well-balanced to minimize environmental
damage and avoid depletion of both renewable and non-renewable
l
resources."
Implementing ecologically sustainable development poses
significant challenges to existing models of economic decisionmaking. Those challenges are no less daunting than the challenges
posed to existing political institutional arrangements and
government decision making. Perhaps the challenges posed to
economic decision-making are even more fundamental, because, as
we have suggested, an alternative must be found to the current neoclassical economic model of decision-making. In other words, an
alternative model of economic decision-making is necessary in order
to implement ESD. Reforming the existing model is not sufficient,
whereas institutional reforms, rather than wholesale change, should
be sufficient to enable governments to integrate economic and
environmental planning in order to achieve sustainable
development.
Economic analysis serves as a mechanism by which competing
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claims on common resources can be assessed and represents one
source of information to aid policy decisions, but it must not be the
only source. As we have suggested, the current model neglects too
many factors to be useful for implementing ESD. But even an
alternative model of economic decision making may not provide all
the information needed to implement ESD as national and
international policy. Even combined with political reforms at either
the national or the international level, more is required to achieve
the implementation of ecologically sustainable development. The
next section of this article examines the importance of defining the
ethical foundations that will illuminate the role for, and guide the
decision-making responsibilities of, all governments in their attempt
to implement ecologically sustainable development.
IV. Environmental Ethics: The Foundation for Ecological
Sustainable Development
This section of the article examines the ethical implications of
adopting sustainable development as national and international
policy. Perhaps the order of those two concepts (sustainable
development and environmental ethics) should be reversed, because
without a transformation in the way that human beings view their
relationship with nature, achieving ecologically sustainable
development will in fact be impossible. 12 If political decision
making remains centralized, departmentalized, and focused solely
on sovereign interests and national advantage, achieving ESD on
both the national and international levels is highly unlikely.
Additionally, if economic decision models continue to hold selfinterest as the primary determinant of policy and continue to neglect
the integrated nature of environmental and economic policy, neither
sustainability nor the changes necessary to achieve it are likely.
Many commentators recognize the significance of value
1

112 Gary. D. Meyers, An Essay on the Role of Humankind in the Conservation
of Nature, 3 PERSP. HuM.!BIOLOGY, 13 (1993).
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systems and contend that a new economic order will not be able to
develop without a primary shift in the values and consciousness of
the people involved." 3 Even some of the commentators who
recognized the analytical power of the neo-classical framework
conclude that, in ever increasing ways, that framework is not an
14
adequate basis for thinking about the environment.
Ethical systems play a vital role in reasoning and decisionmaking processes. They represent a "term of reference" used to
understand, describe, and explain values, as well as a means for
giving reasons for decisions and clarifying value conflicts when they
arise." 5 The WCED emphasizes that achieving sustainable
development will require the promotion of values that encourages
human consumption of resources and products that is within the
limits of ecological support and to which all peoples can reasonably
aspire." 6 Similarly, the IUCN, in its World Conservation Strategy
noted, "ultimately the behavior of entire societies towards the
biosphere must be transformed if the achievement of the
conservation objective is to be assured. A new ethic, embracing
plants and animals as well as people is required for human societies
to live in harmony with the natural world on which they depend for

survival and well being. "117
Despite the lack of universal agreement, many commentators
have identified the shift to sustainability as an ethical shift. For
example, Kellert and Borman note that, "our capacity to address
113
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global and environmental problems will necessitate a better
understanding of the environmental deficits humans are inflicting on
the planet, a recognition of the need to deal with these problems in
ecological as well as economic terms, and a cognizance that an
effective response will require a shift in our ethical terms of
reference.""' Others describe sustainability as a moral approach to
development, and classify the global move towards sustainability as
a shift in values encompassing the fundamental recognition that
nature is valued intrinsically and for its life-supporting functions,
rather than as a commodity to be traded in the market place. 119
Scott suggests that to achieve effective environmental preservation,
a moral theory is required to dictate human restraint. In other
words, a new ethic that describes the human relationship with
nature is critical to distinguish between acceptable and unacceptable
behavior towards nature. 120 This new ethic must have three
essential characteristics: first, it must be capable of maintaining
essential ecological processes and life support systems; second, it
must preserve genetic diversity; and third, it must be able to121guide
the use of species and ecosystems in a sustainable manner.
There is, however, no universally accepted body of ethical
principles to describe the human relationship with nature and
humans' place within nature. Arguably the lack of an accepted
ecological ethic can be linked to the lack of agreement on a
definition of ESD, and in consequence to the inability of national
governments and the international community to achieve practical
sustainability measures. To be operational, ESD needs a moral
language to provide a structure or foundation for decision-making.
In summary, the principal ethical implication of adherence to
the precepts of ecologically sustainable development is the
118 ECOLOGY, ECONOMICS, ETHICS -- THE BROKEN CIRCLE 205 (S.R. Kellert
& F.H. Borman eds., 1991).
119 See ENGEL & ENGEL, supra note 115, at 35.
120 See, e.g., G. Scott, An Ethicfor Nature, in ENVIRONMENT AND ETHICs -A NEW ZEALAND CONTRIBUTION 3 (J. Howell ed.,1986).
121 Id. at 171.
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recognition that human beings are not the center of life on Earth.
Just as ancient peoples struggled to come to grips with the fact that

the Earth was not the center of the universe and that the sun and
stars and other planets did not revolve around Earth, but instead
that Earth revolved around the sun and the sun had its own
revolutionary path in a much wider universe, today's challenge
requires that we rethink the human purpose on Earth. We must also
understand that the evolution of life on earth is not yet finished, that
is, human beings are not the culmination of a completed process.
The evolution of human life is merely a stop on the road in a
process that will continue with or without our permission and with
or without our intervention.
The underlying message of emerging ethical movements such
as the deep ecology philosophy is that redefining the human
relationship with nature -- that is, the achievement of sustainable

development requires the individual's identification with the whole
of nature.122 Freya Matthews emphasizes that understanding this
inter-connectedness is fundamental to understanding the relationship
between the parts of life, e.g., humans, other species, and
ecosystems with the whole, that is, the entirety of life on earth. 123
For Matthews, this means that the individual, the "I," is not only
constituted by a body in a consciousness, but "I' is also constituted
by the ecological relationships with other elements of the
environment; and this identification results in the reasoning that it
is in "my" interest to ensure that these other elements continue to
exist and flourish. 24 Reaching this understanding results in what
Warwick Fox labels trans-personal ecology."z The "conservation"
of the environment thus becomes something done not because it
See generally BILL DEVALL & G. SESSIONS, DEEP ECOLOGY: LIVING As
IF NATURE MATTERED (1985).
122

123 F. Matthews Conservation and Self Realisation: A Deep Ecology
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125 See generally WARWICK Fox, TOWARD A TRANSPERSONAL ECOLOGY:
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serves human needs and purposes, but because such conservation
transcends human needs and purposes to encompass the needs and
purposes of earth's living community, which includes human
126
beings.
V.

Conclusion

Perhaps the most potent use of the term ecologically
sustainable development is as a goal statement or a statement of
values. Achieving ESD requires an approach to redefining our
relationship with nature. If human beings are able to view
themselves as one species among many species that inhabit planet
Earth, rather than the one species that is able to control or attempt
to dominate nature, then it becomes conceivable that we may ask
ourselves the question: "when are two birds left in the bush worth
more than one bird held in the hand?" Just asking the question
assumes that there is an answer. In other words, there are times
when two birds left in the bush are more valuable than one bird
taken by human beings. If it is possible for us to ask the question,
then it may also be possible for us to achieve a sustainable
relationship with nature.
We have suggested that achieving ESD as national and
international policy is dependent upon a transformation in human
values. Beyond the ethical implications of adopting ESD as
fundamental policy, we have also suggested that the role of
government must change at both the national and the international
levels. And finally, we have argued that this change also requires
a fundamental reevaluation of existing economic planning models.
We must now ask, what it means, in practical terms, to live
sustainably with nature's community. Arguably, one can agree with
commentators like Lipschutz12 7 that sustainable development's
meaning is contextual, that is, it must be adaptable to local
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conditions. However, in contrast, it is our view that the meaning
of ESD is, and in fact must be, essential and universal, as well as
contextual. Thus, ESD has both universal meaning and meaning in
the context of activities by nation-states (national and local
meaning), in the context of activities between nation-states (transnational), and, finally, in the global or international arena, in which
it is understood that all national or local actions have the potential
to interact with and affect the activities of other nations (global
meaning).
The essence of ESD is the linkage between social, economic,
and political prosperity and environmental health. All human
development depends upon the ability of the ecosphere to support
life -- human and non-human alike. Without fresh water, clean air,

productive soils, biologically active wetlands, and the maintenance
of critical ecosystemic services such as those provided by tropical
and temperate rain forests, wetlands, etc., human life will at worst,
not survive, or at best, it will be dramatically changed. We are
poorly equipped as a species to predict the outcome of those
changes and whether they will be positive or negative. The
integrity of terrestrial and marine ecosystems of this planet must be
respected by human beings and their health must be considered
equally with human needs, if only selfishly, because humanity needs
their support.
Returning to our definition of ESD, we suggest that the
essential meaning of ecologically sustainable development must be
universally accepted as: development which either improves,
maintains, or does not materially interfere with the ecology of the
area in which such development takes place. To the extent that an
area's ecology is materially altered by human economic activity -that is, where an ecosystem's essential functions and patterns of
interaction are altered such that the area no longer performs those
functions nor retains its unique characteristics as a system -- then
that human activity, i.e. that development, is not ecologically
sustainable development.
To accept the definition of ESD as development which sustains
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the natural environment's ecological functions has a number of
implications for human interactions with nature and for the structure
of governmental decision-making and economic planning. First, it
imposes a planning and decision making regime which fosters
intergenerational equity by preserving natural systems for the
continued support of future human generations. Second, it
promotes a shift in values so that nature's health is considered
equally with human profit taking from nature's products. Most
importantly, understanding ESD in this way and as a product of
various contexts, imparts a fundamental recognition that all
development cannot be sustainable: some development must in fact
include and be growth, especially if current economic activity is
directed to achieving intra-generational equity on a global scale -that is, a more equitable balance in the access to and use of
resources by all existing human societies.
Is ESD achievable in all the contexts of national, transnational, and global activity? Quite possibly, the answer is "yes"
if the implications of ESD as we have defined it are understood as
operating within these contexts. At a national level, for the
industrialized nations of Europe, North America, parts of Asia, and
the Australasian region, ESD is possible now. It will, however,
mean retaining current stocks of renewable resources at current or
even enhanced levels. It will also mean curtailing the use and
exploitation of non-renewable resources - minerals and fossil fuels in two ways: first, non-renewable minerals must be exploited only
to the extent that the ecosystems in which they are located can be
preserved; and second, that exploitation should, as Daly points out,
proceed at a rate matched by the technological capacity to replace
or substitute new sources of wealth for those resources. With
respect to fossil fuels, their use must be phased out to the extent
possible (not practicable), with reductions in energy generated from
fossil fuels matched by increases in renewable energy sources.
Thus, even in developed countries there may be some loss of
biological diversity and there may be some alteration of natural
systems as those systems (e.g. rivers dammed to produce hydro-
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electric energy) are exploited to reduce our dependence on the more
damaging fossil fuel sources of energy. This statement suggests the
need for prioritization and, arguably, a priority is reducing our
dependence on fossil fuel energy, not only because those fossil fuels
are non-renewable, but because our use of fossil fuels produces
such a wide set of adverse consequences for the planet's biosphere,
including sever repercussions for the maintenance of current levels
of biodiversity. Perhaps we can make the transition to renewable
sources of energy through the use of solar, wind-generated,
geothermal, and wave-generated energy without compromising
natural systems in order to produce the energy needed to sustain
human society. If we cannot, however, then some adverse impacts
on the environment, some loss of diversity for example, must be
tolerated today so that we can avoid losses or impacts on the
environment of much greater magnitude in the near future.
Peter Sand discusses what he calls the "rule of differential
obligations" in achieving agreement to global environmental
protection regimes.12 " . By the rule of differential obligations he
means that achieving compliance with treaties like the Montreal
Protocol/Ozone Protection Agreement and the Global Climate
Change Convention requires recognizing that less developed
countries have less ability to comply with technological
requirements contained in those treaties and therefore need more
assistance to comply as well as more time to comply. The same
"rule" can be used in the context of achieving sustainable
development on a trans-national or global scale. In this context,
arguably, concern for intra-generational equity requires that as
wealthy nations commit themselves to reducing reliance upon nonrenewable energy resources, less developed countries may in fact
be increasing their reliance upon those same energy sources. To the
extent that wealthy nations can reduce their reliance on nonrenewable sources of energy, then those savings may become
128 P.H. Sand, Lessons Learned in Global Governance, 18 B.C. ENVTL. AFF.
L. REV. 215 (1990).
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available to assist less developed countries in the transition from
current levels of poverty to reasonable levels of wealth -- levels that
will allow those countries and their peoples to begin to implement
the kind of pollution reduction strategies necessary to avoid
environmental catastrophe.
Moreover, to the extent that
technologies are available in developed countries that can be used
in less developed countries, rather than reliance upon more
polluting practices or less energy-efficient practices, then the
principle of intra-generational equity requires that those
technologies be transferred to less developed countries. To the
extent that we understand the "trans-personal quality" of ESD -that is, to the extent that we understand that sustainable
development is in fact an ethical framework which recognizes the
inter-relationship not only of humans to nature, but of people in all
countries -- then we will understand that the transfer of those

technologies benefit the countries transferring them, as well as the
countries receiving them.
We must also acknowledge that achieving sustainable
development is a process. It cannot be achieved overnight. Implicit
in that understanding, as well as in understanding the requirements
for intra-generational equity, is the basis of our understanding that
not all development can and will be sustainable in the near future.
Some growth is required if less developed countries are going to be
able to feed, house, educate, provide jobs for, and provide health
and other services to their populations. Their economies will need
to grow in the classic sense of economic growth. When populations
become stable, when those populations are fed, housed and
educated, then it will be possible for those countries to implement
the kinds of environmental protection measures that only the
wealthiest can afford today. Thus, we must conclude that
sustainable development is not possible in all nations, in all
circumstances, today. That does not mean, however, that
sustainable development is not possible at a global level. If wealthy
countries are able to match the growth of poorer countries with
concomitant reductions in pollution and energy use then we can, at
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a global level, at least hold the line until the ideal of sustainable
development can be reached by all countries. Moreover, we can
take steps to reduce the impact of growth in those countries where
growth may in fact be necessary. Developed countries can, and
arguably will, reform global economic practices in an effort to aid
developing countries to meet the environmental and developmental
challenges posed by growth; but that will only happen if the ethical
shift towards ESD takes place now and the industrialized nations of
the world recognize that it is in their interest, because their interests
are connected with those of developing countries to ensure that
growth has minimal impacts on the environment.
Achieving ecologically sustainable development is, perhaps,
less a goal than it is a challenge. Achieving ESD challenges
governments to restrain their political vote-seeking behaviors in
favor of long term planning and "statesmanship" -- that is,
deemphasizing national concerns in favor of trans-national and
global concerns. Moreover, achieving ESD challenges all societies
to revise their notions of the meaning of economic prosperity.
Finally, achieving ESD challenges all peoples and societies to
empower a fundamental shift in the way we human beings view our
relationship with nature and all other living creatures in order to
motivate the political and economic reforms necessary to implement
ecologically sustainable development.

